
A day in the life… (Monday 14
th

 February 2011) 

 

7.00am: Wake up, breakfast, and make lunch.   

8.12: Bus to UWE Frenchay. 

9.00-10.00: (…) Seminar. 

(After seminar spend time with friends on campus in student village) 

12-2pm: (…) Lecture + eat lunch in break. 

2.15-3.15: (…) Coursework group meeting (start researching ideas on reform for the law 

relating to human trafficking and brothels). 

3.30-6: Work on (…) coursework in Library. 

6.30-8.10: Squash training 

8.25: Bus back to city centre (accommodation) 

9.15: Shower, cooked supper, chat with flat mates, tidied room, rang friends from 

Oxford/parents and unpacked from the weekend (went home for a few days). 

12am-ish: Bed. 

 

The main difference about my days in Bristol compared to pre-Uni is that I always have to 

make sure I am prepared for the day. As I live in the City Centre, it is important I remember 

my different text books (if I want to spend time in the Library in between lectures) my squash 

bag if I have training and anything needing handing in. Unlike the majority of students who 

live in the Student Village, I can’t quickly go home to collect something if I forget it. In this 

way, I think my organisation has greatly improved.  

As I have squash most days and I have a very heavy work load, I tend to go to the library 

after lectures to fill in time before training (as there isn’t time to go home first) – this is 

probably a good thing! It is good to live in the Centre because I like having separation from 

Uni/classes and where I live/can relax. Plus, at the weekends or to go out it is much more 

convenient! 

 

Generally speaking I really enjoy my lectures, and seminars especially. Squash training is 

great as we all get on so well as a team and often do social activities together.  

When I get back from Uni in the evening, if we aren’t going out, I tend to just finish anything 

that needs doing for the next day and catch up with friends from home, watch a film etc. 


